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This book chronicles my personal journey dealing with my health, spiritual connection with God
and my perspective on how to deal with “Change” and win at “Life.” In addition, I share my key
leadership learning’s from my business experiences. This book is going to take you through a
series of emotions. You are going to feel motivated, inspired, and ready to take on the world at
the end of reading this book.Repeat after me:I will succeedI won’t give upI can do anythingI must
trust GodI believe in meI winI have won
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Jason from Celina, “Quickhitting Inspiration. Quick hitting book to encourage oneself and get out
there to grind it out. Anthony has been through a lot and has clearly persevered through
determination, surrounding himself with the right people and faith. If you have an hour, you have
time to read this book. I don’t come from “Tuggle Nation” but he’s got a group of people that
have clearly been touched by this mans message and have probably pushed many of them to
be bigger and better people.”

Tina Ruiz, “Great read. I had the honor of seeing Mr. Tuggle speak recently and share his journey
- He is an inspirational leader and has a great story!”

Brian H., “Awesome book!!. Very motivational and inspiring!!! Have heard Anthony speak several
times and crave for more each time! Excellent read for those looking to succeed in life, work or
both!!”

Ivan, “Anthony is an amazing leader! Congrats. Can’t wait to read but most importantly take
some of that knowledge and give it back to our people. Anthony is an amazing leader! Congrats”

FashioNista, “Amazing!!!!. Good book to unfold when you are looking for some motivation or just
want to feel a little bit better about your day. #MDP #DRIVE”

Steve G., “A guide for work and life.. This is a great read for those looking for some inspiration for
work and at life. Tons of encouraging words are presented to help one succeed at work and at
life. Simple, yet very effective.”

Hector Perez, “From the heart... This book is written from the heart.. personal experience..
candid and to the point. I appreciate the honesty and the leadership lessons shared in Anthony's
book! Read it when it first came out and re-read it recently... lots of nuggets that can be applied
in the workplace.”

The book by Ben Stevens has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 39 people have provided feedback.
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